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This fun little piece of family history may have been brought over from 
Germany with our Seitz ancestors.   
 
My great-grandfather was George Washington Seitz.  His great-
grandparents, Johannes and Catherine Seitz, emigrated from Germany in 
1764, arriving on the ship, Richmond.  I have always assumed this marble 
came over with them.  See Johannes' signature on the ship register below.  
I was told by my father, Frank Chester (Chet) Hendee, that the marble was a Seitz item of German origin, and I 
have displayed it on the antique printer tray in my study the 44 years I have lived in my house.  It is shown in 
the picture on page two in the top left, second slot.  George's two Civil War items are also labeled (Grand Army 
of the Republic badge and Civil War bullet).  George was a fifer in the Civil War.  
 
The son of Johannes and Catherine, Ludwig Seitz, came over with them.  There is a possibility that little 
Ludwig ("Lewis" in America) is actually the son of Johannes' unmarried first cousin, Dorothea Welck/Welk, 
and the landowner's son, Philipp von Gemmingen.  This mystery is covered in other family history papers.  This 
would still make Johannes our relative, even though not our progenitor, but not his wife, Catherine.  Either way, 
Ludwig was still George's grandfather.  Perhaps little Ludwig/Lewis played with this marble in the Seitz home 
pictured below.   
 
I have always called it a clay marble, which I am sure I heard from Daddy.  However, I am wondering if it more 
specifically may be a "crockery marble."   Ours does match the pictures online labeled as "crockery."  
Whichever terminology one agrees with, wouldn’t it be exciting if it were what is discussed below, one used as 
ballast in the ship coming over from Germany!"   Now, there's a good story!  
 
Online research revealed the following information about "earthenware marbles."  They do date back to the 
mid-18th century.  

"Clay marbles are  the  most common old  marble that  you  will find. These marbles were the  easiest to 
 produce and  millions still exist. Unfortunately, Clay marbles do not  have nearly the  eye-appeal of any other 
marbles and, therefore, are the least collectible of any marble.  Clay marbles were made in both Germany and 
 the  United  States.  It has been reported that Clay marbles were used as  ballast in the keels of ships that sailed 
to America from Germany and were then removed and sold  in this country.  Clay marbles are  usually found in 
their natural tan color, but they may also be dyed." 

"Crockery marbles are a type of Clay marble that is made from two or three different colors of clay. Some are 
merely opaque white or off-white marbles that were fired at a 
higher temperature than clays, making them somewhat 
denser.  There are also some lined Crockery that are opaque 
white with thin blue and/or green swirls mixed in. These are 
 rarer and somewhat collectible. The lined Crockery marbles 
were made by rolling together the different colors of clay.  
Crockery marbles were all fired to harden them."   

One online seller describes his as " hand-painted antique clay 
marbles," adding that his grandmother was from Germany 

                  Ours is 1" in diameter.   



If the marble did come over from Germany with our ancestors, 
it would have been passed on down to Ludwig/Lewis's son, 
Daniel Seitz (my 2x great-grandfather), who was born when 
George Washington was president.  I am only four generations 
removed from the times of George Washington:  Daddy {1896}, 
Grandma Hendee {1866}, George Washington Seitz {1842}, 
Daniel Seitz{1791}.  

Of course, it is 
possible, the 
marble is 
younger than the 
above timeframe 
and has a whole 
different history.   
 
 
 
 
 

                                                              
          Daniel Seitz 

                   12/17/1791 - 10/14/1864    
                    examples from online  
               

                   
 

Cynthia's printer tray in her antique study 



I bought this printer tray in 1986 on a trip back to Rockford, Iowa to visit friends in the town where Mike and I 
once taught.  It has been fun for displaying special, small  items!  Barb, Laurell and I had a great time going to 
antique stores in nearby towns.   

Back to Johannes Seitz, Cousin Karl Seitz states, "Johannes' homestead was located off Hain Road east of 
Hametown, York County, Pennsylvania."   Karl provided this photograph.   

And, how incredible to have Johannes' actual signature!  It is shown as part of the passenger list for the ship 
Richmond and then in isolation, close-up.  Wouldn’t Johannes be amazed to see us observing his handwriting 
254 years later, at this writing!  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


